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The universe of the CMB
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FIG. 13.— BICEP1’s EE and BB power spectra complement existing data from other CMB polarization experiments (Leitch et al. 2005; Montroy et al. 2006;
Sievers et al. 2007; Bischoff et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; QUIET Collaboration et al. 2011, 2012; Bennett et al. 2013). For visual clarity, we only display the
experiments where at least one of the EE bandpowers has a center value that is greater than twice the distance between the center value and the lower end of
the 68% confidence interval. Theoretical spectra from a !CDM model with r = 0.1 are shown for comparison; the BB curve is the sum of the inflationary and
gravitational lensing components. At degree angular scales, BICEP1’s constraints on BB are the most powerful to date.

set of analysis refinements discussed in §6.1. The change in
mapmaking pipeline, noise model, bandpower window func-
tion calculation, and deprojection each produce small shifts in
bandpowers and error bars as described above. But when we
apply all of these changes together to the original C10 data
set, the resulting r constraint derived using the same offset-
lognormal likelihood approximation as C10 is r < 0.71. In
other words, the net effect of these changes on the r upper
limit is close to zero for this dataset.
The relatively small decrease in the new upper limit is ex-

plained by two factors. First, the offset-lognormal likelihood
approximation used in C10 resulted in a negative bias on the
upper limit for those specific BB bandpowers (we find that the
r constraint derived from offset-lognormal bandpower likeli-
hoods is biased low for some cases and high for others). Ap-
plying the more accurate direct likelihood calculation to the
reanalyzed C10 dataset shifts the upper limit in this case from

r < 0.71 to r < 0.80. Second, upon including the new data
in this analysis the upper limit fluctuates somewhat high com-
pared to the average of simulations. With an r = 0 input model,
simulated datasets run through our final analysis yield upper
limits on r that decrease by a median of 0.27 when including
the additional data of the full three years (Figure 12). The cor-
responding decrease seen in the real data is only 0.10 (from
0.80 to 0.70). Although this decrease is smaller than average
it is not an unlikely result; 17% of the simulations saw even
less of a decrease, and in 7% of the simulations the upper limit
actually increases when adding the additional data.
Interesting constraints can be placed on cosmic birefrin-

gence from the BICEP1 TB and EB spectra, which are pre-
dicted to by zero by the !CDM model. This topic will be
explored in detail in Kaufman et al. (2013).
Measurement of CMB B-mode polarization remains

the most promising approach for testing the inflationary

Planck collaboration: CMB power spectra, likelihoods, and parameters
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Figure 47. CMB-only power spectra measured by Planck (blue),
ACT (orange), and SPT (green). The best-fit PlanckTT+lowP
ΛCDM model is shown by the grey solid line. ACT data at
� > 1000 and SPT data at � > 2000 are marginalized CMB
bandpowers from multi-frequency spectra presented in Das et al.
(2013) and George et al. (2014) as extracted in this work. Lower
multipole ACT (500 < � < 1000) and SPT (650 < � < 3000)
CMB power extracted by Calabrese et al. (2013) from multi-
frequency spectra presented in Das et al. (2013) and Story et al.
(2012) are also shown. Note that the binned values in the range
3000 < � < 4000 appear higher than the unbinned best-fit line
because of the binning (this is numerically confirmed by the re-
sidual plot in Planck Collaboration XIII 2015, figure 9).

spectra are reported in Fig. 47. We also show ACT and SPT
bandpowers at lower multipoles as extracted by Calabrese et al.
(2013). This figure shows the state of the art of current CMB
observations, with Planck covering the low-to-high-multipole
range and ACT and SPT extending into the damping region. We
consider the CMB to be negligible at � > 4000 and note that
these ACT and SPT bandpowers have an overall calibration un-
certainty (2 % for ACT and 1.2 % for SPT).

The inclusion of ACT and SPT improves the full-mission
Planck spectrum extraction presented in Sect. 5.5 only margin-
ally. The main contribution of ACT and SPT is to constrain
small components (e.g., the tSZ, kSZ, and tSZ×CIB) that are
not well determined by Planck alone. However, those compon-
ents are sub-dominant for Planck and are well described by the
prior based on the 2013 Planck+highL solutions imposed in the
Planck-alone analysis. The CIB amplitude estimate improves by
40 % when including ACT and SPT, but the CIB power is also
reasonably well constrained by Planck alone. The main Planck
contaminants are the Poisson sources, which are treated as in-
dependent and do not benefit from ACT and SPT. As a result,
the errors on the extracted Planck spectrum are only slightly re-
duced, with little additional cosmological information added by
including ACT and SPT for the baseline ΛCDM model (see also
Planck Collaboration XIII 2015, section 4).

6. Conclusions

The Planck 2015 angular power spectra of the cosmic mi-
crowave background derived in this paper are displayed in

Fig. 48. These spectra in TT (top), T E (middle), and EE (bot-
tom) are all quite consistent with the best-fit base-ΛCDM model
obtained from TT data alone (red lines). The horizontal axis is
logarithmic at � < 30, where the spectra are shown for individual
multipoles, and linear at � ≥ 30, where the data are binned. The
error bars correspond to the diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix. The lower panels display the residuals, the data being
presented with different vertical axes, a larger one at left for the
low-� part and a zoomed-in axis at right for the high-� part.

The 2015 Planck likelihood presented in this work is based
on more temperature data than in the 2013 release, and on
new polarization data. It benefits from several improvements
in the processing of the raw data, and in the modelling of
astrophysical foregrounds and instrumental noise. Apart from
a revision of the overall calibration of the maps, discussed
in Planck Collaboration I (2015), the most significant improve-
ments are in the likelihood procedures:

(i) a joint temperature-polarization pixel-based likelihood at
� ≤ 29, with more high-frequency information used for fore-
ground removal, and smaller sky masks (Sects. 2.1 and 2.2);

(ii) an improved Gaussian likelihood at � ≥ 30 that includes
a different strategy for estimating power spectra from data-
subset cross-correlations, using half-mission data instead of
detector sets (which allows us to reduce the effect of cor-
related noise between detectors, see Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.4.3),
and better foreground templates, especially for Galactic dust
(Sect. 3.3.1) that allow us to mask a smaller fraction of the
sky (Sect. 3.2.2) and to retain large-angle temperature in-
formation from the 217 GHz map that was neglected in the
2013 release (Sect. 3.2.4).

We performed several consistency checks of the robustness
of our likelihood-making process, by introducing more or less
freedom and nuisance parameters in the modelling of fore-
grounds and instrumental noise, and by including different as-
sumptions about the relative calibration uncertainties across fre-
quency channels and about the beam window functions.

For temperature, the reconstructed CMB spectrum and er-
ror bars are remarkably insensitive to all these different as-
sumptions. Our final high-� temperature likelihood, referred to
as “PlanckTT” marginalizes over 15 nuisance parameters (12
modelling the foregrounds, and 3 for calibration uncertainties).
Additional nuisance parameters (in particular, those associated
with beam uncertainties) were found to have a negligible impact,
and can be kept fixed in the baseline likelihood.

For polarization, the situation is different. Variation of the as-
sumptions leads to scattered results, with larger deviations than
would be expected due to changes in the data subsets used, and
at a level that is significant compared to the statistical error bars.
This suggests that further systematic effects need to be either
modelled or removed. In particular, our attempt to model cal-
ibration errors and temperature-to-polarization leakage suggests
that the T E and EE power spectra are affected by systematics at
a level of roughly 1 µK2. Removal of polarization systematics at
this level of precision requires further work, beyond the scope of
this release. The 2015 high-� polarized likelihoods, referred to
as “PlikTE” and “PlikEE”, or “PlikTT,EE,TE” for the com-
bined version, ignore these corrections. They only include 12
additional nuisance parameters accounting for polarized fore-
grounds. Although these likelihoods are distributed in the Planck
Legacy Archive,15 we stick to the PlanckTT+lowP choice in the
baseline analysis of this paper and the companion papers such

15 http://pla.esac.esa.int/pla/
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FIGURE 8. Variation of CTl with spatial curvature (left) and dark energy density (right). In both cases,
!bh2 and !ch2 are fixed and the dark energy model is a cosmological constant.

models), and dark energy density in "CDM models is illustrated in Fig. 8. Both param-
eters principally affect the anisotropies through dA and so simply shift the peaks. The
remaining effect on large scales is due to the late-time ISW effect and, in closed models,
from mode quantisation. Disentangling the effects of dark energy and curvature from
the linear CMB anisotropies requires external data to break the geometric degeneracy.
Combining WMAP5 with BAO and supernova data gives!0.0178<!K < 0.0066 in "
models, fully consistent with flatness. (Only one external dataset is required in this case;
BAO is the most constraining.) The geometric degeneracy also limits constraints from
the CMB alone on more complex models with dynamical dark energy, even for a flat uni-
verse; a detailed discussion is given in [44]. The current constraints combining WMAP
with both BAO and supernova data are consistent with flatness and non-dynamical dark
energy: the equation of state parameter w is consistent with !1 at the 15% level.

5. CONSTRAINING EARLY-UNIVERSE PHYSICS WITH THE
CMB

5.1. Inflation and the origin of structure

So far, we have not discussed the origin of the primordial perturbation which pro-
vided the seeds for cosmological structure formation under the action of gravitational
instability. The study of this question has the potential to expose deep connections be-
tween cosmology and physics at immensely high energies which are forever beyond the
reach of earth-bound particle accelerators. Inflation [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78], an epoch
in which the expansion of the universe is accelerating, solves a number of puzzles asso-
ciated with the standard big bang cosmology. During a phase of accelerated expansion,
H!1 (the physical Hubble radius) remains almost fixed but the physical separation of
particles initially in causal contact grows exponentially. The result is that regions today
separated by cosmological distances were actually in causal contact before/during infla-
tion. At that time, these regions were given the necessary initial conditions, smoothness

Lecture notes on the physics of cosmic microwave background anisotropies March 30, 2009 31

Planck collaboration 
(2015)
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The POLARBEAR experiment
• CMB polarization dedicated experiment 

in Atacama Desert

• Targeting both large and small scales

• 80% of the sky with el > 30 accessible

• 1st & 2nd season: deep 5x5 patches 
integration for sub-degree signal
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Instrument characterization
• Good availability of on-sky calibrators

• 3.5 arcmin beam FWHM

• Ellipticity < 5%, differential ellipticity 1%

• Array NET 

6
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IA: azimuth encoder zero-point

IE: elevation encoder zero-point

TF: telescope flexure

that describes the mechanical non-idealities affecting the telescope pointing.

The parameters are reconstructed through a linear model assuming similar

to the standard mapmaking equation

d
�
∆az
∆el

�
= As + n (9.1)

where the vector s contains the parameter to be estimated and the noise

term is such that its noise correlation is the identity matrix

nTn = 1. (9.2)

This is equivalent to the assumption that the source does not move during

the raster scan. Details on the role of each parameter and on the pointing

matrix A are discussed in more detail in Errard (2012). The rms residual

with between the telescope pointing after the pointing model correction is

applied has an amplitude of 17arcsec in both azimuth and elevation, lead-

ing to a total rms error of 25arcsec.

Array performance
Measurements of the product of the integrated bandwidth and fractional

throughput, η∆ν were also made from the beam maps observation previ-

ously discussed, as well as from earlier test of the receiver in the lab and

from elevation nods of the telescope. The fractional throughput is a mea-

sure of the percentage of the power seen by a detector from a source at the

input of the receiver compared to what would be seen if the detector had

perfect efficiency to that same source. The overall loss is due to expected

efficiencies of the detectors and optical components along the optical path.

Laboratory measurements of η∆ν are consistent with a η = 37% given the

measured 37GHz integrated bandwidth. Measurements of η∆ν made in

the field are consistent with these values.

The design bolometer noise equivalent temperatures (NET) of table 9.1 are

slightly degraded due to bolometer saturation powers and atmospheric con-

ditions. Once the relative gain calibration for a pair of detector is available

we can compute the timestream noise in polarization and temperature for

the Q or U stokes parameters in individual pixels. Since the two orthogonal

antennas in a focal plane pixel (from now on referred to as top (t) and bottom
(b) ) measure two orthogonal polarization, their timestream model is

d
t(t) = gtop [I(n̂(t)) +Q(n̂(t)) cos(2ψ(t)) +U(n̂(t)) sin(2ψ(t))]

d
b(t) = gbot [I(n̂(t)) Q(n̂(t)) cos(2ψ(t)) U(n̂(t)) sin(2ψ(t))] (9.3)

Fourier transforming the semi-difference of the top and bottom detectors

allows us to see how well the unpolarized atmosphere is suppressed at low

frequencies. The fknee of this 1/f frequency noise gives us an estimates

of the NET sensitivity of the detectors in polarization assuming the atmo-

sphere is unpolarized and the contribution of the residual atmosphere to the

measured timestream difference is low. Fig 9.10 shows the sum and differ-

ence of the top and bottom timestreams power spectrum where we see can

Antenna
Microstrip Filter

TES bolometer

1 mm
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Instrumental systematics and data selection

• Blind-analysis policy: assess data selection 
and quality without looking at the scientific 
products

• Null-test suite:

• temporal 

• scan properties

• weather 

• calibration 

• detector selection

• bright sources distance

• Kolmogorov-Smirnov test consistent with 
uniform probability PTEs distribution

• No significant outliers found!
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Systematics error modeling
• Ab initio high-resolution instrumental 

systematics simulation pipeline 

• 12 effects different effects analyzed

• Propagation of systematics error through 
science pipeline

• Sky-rotation helps mitigating systematics!
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Systematics error modeling
• Ab initio high-resolution instrumental 

systematics simulation pipeline 

• 12 effects different effects analyzed

• Propagation of systematics error through 
science pipeline

• Sky-rotation helps mitigating systematics!
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Which evidence for B-modes?

• 2-point correlation: 
CMB power spectrum

arXiv:1403.2369 ApJ 2014. 794, 71

• 3-point correlation: 
CMB cross correlation with biased 
tracers of dark matter halos

arXiv:1312.6646 PRL.112.131302

• 4-point correlation: lensing 
reconstruction with polarization

arXiv:1312.6645 PRL.13.021301
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Lensing reconstruction with polarization data
• Clean reconstruction of the deflection field from CMB polarization

• Detection of lensing of CMB polarization from CMB alone

10
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I. INTRODUCTION

As Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) photons
traverse the Universe, their paths are gravitationally de-
flected by large-scale structures. This gravitational lens-
ing of the CMB can be used to reconstruct maps of the in-
tegrated deflections from density fluctuations in the Uni-
verse, and the growth of structure. Gravitational lensing
of the CMB has been detected in the CMB tempera-
ture anisotropy in several ways: in the smoothing of the
acoustic peaks of the temperature power spectrum [1–3],
in cross-correlations with tracers of the large-scale mat-
ter distribution [4–10], and in the four-point correlation
function of CMB temperature maps [11–14]. Measur-
ing CMB polarization anisotropy will enable much higher
signal-to-noise lensing maps, thus improving the recon-
struction of the projected mass distribution. However,
this measurement is challenging due to the faintness of
the polarized signal.
The South Pole Telescope (SPT) collaboration recently

reported a detection of lensed polarization using the
cross-correlation between maps of CMB polarization and
sub-mm maps of galaxies from Herschel/SPIRE [15]. A
companion paper has confirmed these results using Po-

larbear data [16]. This cross-correlation is immune to
several instrumental systematic e!ects, but it is only sen-
sitive to a fraction of the redshift range over which CMB
photons are deflected. Furthermore, the cosmological in-
terpretation of this measurement requires assumptions
about the relation of sub-mm galaxies to the underlying
mass distribution [17].
In this Letter, we present the direct detection of gravi-

tational lensing of the polarized CMB using data from the
Polarbear experiment. We present power spectra of
the lensing deflection field for two four-point estimators
using only CMB polarization data, and tests for spurious
systematic contamination of these estimators. We com-
bine the two estimators to increase the signal-to-noise of
the lensing detection.

II. CMB LENSING

Gravitational lensing a!ects CMB polarization by de-
flecting photon trajectories from a direction on the sky
n + d(n) to a new direction n. In the flat-sky approxi-
mation, this implies that the lensed and unlensed Stokes
parameters are related by

(Q± iU)(n) = (Q̃± iŨ)(n+ d(n)), (1)

where Q̃ or Ũ denotes a primordial Gaussian CMB po-
larization map, Q and U are the observed Stokes pa-
rameters, and d(n) is the lensing deflection field. CMB
polarization defined in Eq. (1) is rotation-invariant and
can be decomposed into electric- (E-) and magnetic-like
(B-) modes [18].
Taylor expanding Eq. (1) to first order in the deflection

angle reveals that the o!-diagonal elements of the two-

point correlation functions of E- and B-modes are propor-
tional to the lensing deflection field, d(n). Quadratic es-
timators take advantage of this feature to measure CMB
lensing [19–21]. The two lensing quadratic estimators for
CMB polarization are:

dEE(L) =
AEE(L)

L

!
d2l

(2!)2
E(l)E(l!)

C̃EE
l L · l

CEE
l CEE

l!
cos 2"ll! ,

(2)
and

dEB(L) =
AEB(L)

L

!
d2l

(2!)2
E(l)B(l!)

C̃EE
l L · l

CEE
l CBB

l!
sin 2"ll! .

(3)
In Eqs. (2, 3), l, l!, and L are coordinates in Fourier
space with L = l + l!. The angular separation between
l and l! is "ll! , C̃EE

l is the theoretical primordial power
spectrum, CEE

l and CBB
l are theoretical lensed power

spectra. The estimators are normalized by AEE(L) and
AEB(L) so that they recover the input deflection power
spectrum [21].
The power spectrum of these estimators is:

!d!(L)d
"

"(L
!)" = (2!)2#(L# L

!)(Cdd
L +N (0)

!" (L) (4)

+ higher-order terms).

Here, $ and % are chosen from {EE,EB}, however we do
not use $ = % = EE as our focus is on the most direct
probe of CMB lensing represented by the conversion of E -
to-B patterns. The four-point correlation function takes
advantage of the fact that gravitational lensing converts
Gaussian primary anisotropy to a non-Gaussian lensed
anisotropy. When calculating this non-Gaussian signal,
however, there is a “Gaussian bias” term N (0) in the
four-point correlation that has to be subtracted. The
Gaussian bias is zero when $ $= % (i.e., !dEE(L)d"EB(L

!)")
because !E(l)B(l!)"=0 under the assumption of parity
invariance. However, the Gaussian bias is much larger
than the lensing power spectrum in the $ = % case. The
Gaussian bias can be estimated, and removed, in several
ways [11, 13, 14]; the approach used in this Letter is
described in the Data Analysis section.

III. OBSERVATIONS AND CALIBRATION

The Polarbear experiment on the Huan Tran Tele-
scope is located at the James Ax Observatory in North-
ern Chile on Cerro Toco at West longitude 67#47!10.4!!,
South latitude 22#57!29.0!!, at elevation of 5.20 km. The
details of the instrument are described in Kermish et
al. [22]. The 1,274 polarization-sensitive transition-edge
sensor bolometers are sensitive to a spectral band cen-
tered at 148 GHz with 26% fractional bandwidth [23].
The 3.5 meter aperture of the telescope primary mir-
ror produces a beam with a 3.5! full width at half
maximum (FWHM). Three approximately 3# % 3# fields
centered at right ascension and declination (23h02m,
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the lensing deflection field for two four-point estimators
using only CMB polarization data, and tests for spurious
systematic contamination of these estimators. We com-
bine the two estimators to increase the signal-to-noise of
the lensing detection.

II. CMB LENSING

Gravitational lensing a!ects CMB polarization by de-
flecting photon trajectories from a direction on the sky
n + d(n) to a new direction n. In the flat-sky approxi-
mation, this implies that the lensed and unlensed Stokes
parameters are related by

(Q± iU)(n) = (Q̃± iŨ)(n+ d(n)), (1)

where Q̃ or Ũ denotes a primordial Gaussian CMB po-
larization map, Q and U are the observed Stokes pa-
rameters, and d(n) is the lensing deflection field. CMB
polarization defined in Eq. (1) is rotation-invariant and
can be decomposed into electric- (E-) and magnetic-like
(B-) modes [18].
Taylor expanding Eq. (1) to first order in the deflection

angle reveals that the o!-diagonal elements of the two-

point correlation functions of E- and B-modes are propor-
tional to the lensing deflection field, d(n). Quadratic es-
timators take advantage of this feature to measure CMB
lensing [19–21]. The two lensing quadratic estimators for
CMB polarization are:

dEE(L) =
AEE(L)

L

!
d2l

(2!)2
E(l)E(l!)

C̃EE
l L · l

CEE
l CEE

l!
cos 2"ll! ,

(2)
and

dEB(L) =
AEB(L)

L

!
d2l

(2!)2
E(l)B(l!)

C̃EE
l L · l

CEE
l CBB

l!
sin 2"ll! .

(3)
In Eqs. (2, 3), l, l!, and L are coordinates in Fourier
space with L = l + l!. The angular separation between
l and l! is "ll! , C̃EE

l is the theoretical primordial power
spectrum, CEE

l and CBB
l are theoretical lensed power

spectra. The estimators are normalized by AEE(L) and
AEB(L) so that they recover the input deflection power
spectrum [21].
The power spectrum of these estimators is:

!d!(L)d
"

"(L
!)" = (2!)2#(L# L

!)(Cdd
L +N (0)

!" (L) (4)

+ higher-order terms).

Here, $ and % are chosen from {EE,EB}, however we do
not use $ = % = EE as our focus is on the most direct
probe of CMB lensing represented by the conversion of E -
to-B patterns. The four-point correlation function takes
advantage of the fact that gravitational lensing converts
Gaussian primary anisotropy to a non-Gaussian lensed
anisotropy. When calculating this non-Gaussian signal,
however, there is a “Gaussian bias” term N (0) in the
four-point correlation that has to be subtracted. The
Gaussian bias is zero when $ $= % (i.e., !dEE(L)d"EB(L

!)")
because !E(l)B(l!)"=0 under the assumption of parity
invariance. However, the Gaussian bias is much larger
than the lensing power spectrum in the $ = % case. The
Gaussian bias can be estimated, and removed, in several
ways [11, 13, 14]; the approach used in this Letter is
described in the Data Analysis section.

III. OBSERVATIONS AND CALIBRATION

The Polarbear experiment on the Huan Tran Tele-
scope is located at the James Ax Observatory in North-
ern Chile on Cerro Toco at West longitude 67#47!10.4!!,
South latitude 22#57!29.0!!, at elevation of 5.20 km. The
details of the instrument are described in Kermish et
al. [22]. The 1,274 polarization-sensitive transition-edge
sensor bolometers are sensitive to a spectral band cen-
tered at 148 GHz with 26% fractional bandwidth [23].
The 3.5 meter aperture of the telescope primary mir-
ror produces a beam with a 3.5! full width at half
maximum (FWHM). Three approximately 3# % 3# fields
centered at right ascension and declination (23h02m,

trative purposes, we use a flat! cold dark matter cosmology
throughout with parameters "c ! 0:3, "b ! 0:05,
"! ! 0:65, h ! 0:65, n ! 1, !H ! 4:2" 10#5 and no gravita-
tional waves.

2. LENSING

Weak lensing by the large-scale structure of the universe
remaps the primary temperature field #$n̂n% ! DT$n̂n%=T and
dimensionless Stokes parameters Q$n̂n% and U$n̂n% as (Blan-
chard & Schneider 1987; Bernardeau 1997; Zaldarriaga &
Seljak 1998)

#$n̂n% ! ~##$n̂n& d$n̂n%% ;

$Q' iU%$n̂n% ! ~$Q$Q' i ~UU%(n̂n& d$n̂n%) ; $1%

where n̂n is the direction on the sky, tildes denote the
unlensed field, and d$n̂n% is the deflection angle. It is related
to the line-of-sight projection of the gravitational potential
$$x;D% as d !

D

",

"$n̂n% ! #2

Z
dD

$Ds #D%
DDs

$$Dn̂n;D% ; $2%

where D is the comoving distance along the line of sight in
the assumed flat cosmology and Ds denotes the distance to
the last-scattering surface. In the fiducial cosmology the rms
deflection is 2<6 but its coherence is several degrees.

We will work mainly in harmonic space and consider suf-
ficiently small sections of the sky such that spherical har-
monic moments of order $l;m% may be replaced by plane
waves of wavevector l. The all-sky generalization will be
presented in a separate work (T. Okamoto & W. Hu 2002,
in preparation). In this case, the temperature, polarization,
and potential fields may be decomposed as

#$n̂n% !
Z

d2l

$2#%2
#$l%eil x n̂n ;

$Q' iU%$n̂n% ! #
Z

d2l

$2#%2
(E$l% ' iB$l%)e'2i’l eil x n̂n ;

"$n̂n% !
Z

d2L

$2#%2
"$L%eiL x n̂n ; $3%

where ’l ! cos#1$x̂x x l̂l%. Lensing changes the Fourier
moments by (Hu 2000b)

!#$l% !
Z

d2l0

$2#%2
~##$l 0%W$l 0;L% ;

!E$l% !
Z

d2l0

$2#%2
h
~EE$l 0% cos 2’l 0l # ~BB$l 0% sin 2’l 0l

i
W$l 0;L% ;

!B$l% !
Z

d2l0

$2#%2
h
~BB$l 0% cos 2’l 0l & ~EE$l 0% sin 2’l 0l

i
W$l 0;L% ;

$4%

where ’l 0l * ’l 0 # ’l , L ! l # l 0, and

W$l;L% ! #(l xL)"$L% : $5%

Here !# ! ## ~## for example. In Figure 1, we show a toy
example of the e!ect of lensing on the temperature and
polarization fields (see also Benabed et al. 2001). The e!ect
on the E-polarization is similar to that of the temperature

and reflects the fact that cos 2’l 0l + 1 for L5 l, where the
lens is smooth compared with the field. Even in the absence
of an unlensed B-polarization, lensing will generate it. The
lensing structure di!ers since sin 2’l 0l + 0 for L5 l. This
fact will ultimately lead to a di!erent range in L of sensitiv-
ity to " from the various fields.

Since the unlensed fields and potential perturbations are
assumed to be Gaussian and statistically isotropic, the stat-
istical properties of the lensed fields may be completely
defined by the unlensed power spectra

h~xx,$l%~xx$l 0%i * $2#%2!$l # l 0%~CCxx0

l ;

h",$L%"$L0%i * $2#%2!$L# L0%L#2Cdd
L ;

where x ! #, E, B and we have chosen to express the poten-
tial power spectrum with a weighting appropriate for the
deflection field d$n̂n%. Under the assumption of parity
invariance

~CC#B
l ! ~CCEB

l ! 0 ; $6%

and in the absence of gravitational waves and vorticity
~CCBB
l ! 0. The peak in the logarithmic power spectrum

L2Cdd
L =2# at L - 30 40 defines the degree-scale coherence

of the deflection angles.
Finally, we define the power spectra of the observed tem-

perature and polarization fields as

hx,$l%x$l 0%i * $2#%2!$l # l 0%Cxx0

l ; $7%

where the power spectra include all sources of variance to
the fields including detector noise and residual foreground
contamination added in quadrature. We will include Gaus-
sian random detector noise of the form (Knox 1995)

C##
l

!!!
noise

! TCMB

DT

" ##2

el$l&1%$2=8 ln 2 ;

CEE
l

!!!
noise

! CBB
l

!!!
noise

! TCMB

DP

" ##2

el$l&1%$2=8 ln 2 ; $8%

where DT ;P parameterizes white detector noise, here in units
of lK rad, TCMB ! 2:728" 106 lK, and $ is the FWHM of
the beam. We will often assume DP !

$$$
2

p
DT as appropriate

for fully polarized detectors. In Figure 2, we compare the
signal and noise contributions to the total power spectra for
the Planck satellite experiment3 (minimum variance channel
weighting from Cooray & Hu 2000; DT + 27 lK arcmin,
DP + 40

$$$
2

p
lK arcmin, $ + 70) and a near-perfect reference

experiment (DT ! DP=
$$$
2

p
! 1 lK arcmin and $ ! 40). In

general, where the signal exceeds the noise power spectrum
of a field, there is su"cient signal-to-noise ratio for map-
ping. When this is not the case, a statistical detection of the
signal may still be possible. The Planck experiment is on the
threshold of being able to map the E-polarization. The
reference experiment can map all three fields to l - 2000.

3. MINIMUM VARIANCE ESTIMATORS

As can be seen from equation (5), lensing mixes and there-
fore correlates the Fourier modes across a range defined by

3 See http://astro.estec.esa.nl/Planck.
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FIG. 1: We use a null test suite to check the robustness of
the Polarbear C

BB
l power spectra, as described in the text

which provides the B-mode data used here. This is a prob-
ability to exceed (PTE) distribution from this null suite for
each bin of the C

BB
l and C

EB
l power spectra, with a uniform

distribution from zero to one and no statistically significant
outliers.

correlation information is used to combine the two lens-
ing estimators.
The covariance matrix between two band-powers is de-

fined as

CAB = !(Csim
A " C̄sim

A )(Csim
B " C̄sim

B )#; (6)

here the combined band-power is CA =
(Cchannel 1, Cchannel 2, ...) and each Cchannel X is co-
added from simulations of all patches, with channel X
either being !EEEB# or !EBEB# and A or B being the
index of the band-power. The lensing amplitude A is
constructed as

A =

!
AB C(th)

A C
!1
ABC

(obs)
B!

AB C(th)
A C

!1
ABC

(th)
B

(7)

from maximum likelihood using Polarbear data (obs)
and the WMAP-9 best-fit !CDM model (th). The vari-
ance of A is

("A)2 =
1!

AB C(th)
A C

!1
ABC

(th)
B

, (8)

and the significance of lensing detection is A/"A.

VI. ESTIMATION OF SYSTEMATIC

UNCERTAINTIES

We simulate the e#ect of measured instrument non-
idealities and check the data for internal consistency
and evidence of systematic instrumental errors using null
tests. In general, we expect that instrumental errors
which create negligible CBB

l will similarly create negligi-
ble contamination in the four-point estimators [33].
We find analytically, and through simulation, that un-

certainties in di#erential beam shape induce negligible
error in CBB

l . We find that uncertainties in polarization

angle and pointing each induce spurious CBB
l power at

least one order of magnitude lower than the theoretical
!CDM CBB

l spectrum. Any leakage from temperature to
polarization is constrained to be less than 0.5% by corre-
lating temperature maps with polarization maps. A 0.5%
leakage from temperature-to-polarization in maps was
simulated and found to introduce "A = ±0.10(±0.13)
systematic errors into the unlensed (lensed) simulations.
Polarized foregrounds are estimated based on data from
the South Pole Telescope [34] assuming 5% polarization
fraction and constant polarization angle [35]. This con-
tamination was simulated and it is found that it does not
bias the lensing estimators but it does increase the vari-
ance by an amount of "A = ±0.08(±0.14) in unlensed
(lensed) simulations.
We analyzed calibration and beam model uncertainty

using lensed simulations. The beam model uncertainty
is estimated from uncertainty in the point-source-derived
beam-smoothing correction, and the variation in that
correction across each field. We used the 1!-bounds of
the beam model as a simulated beam error and found
that this created a change"A = +0.19

!0.16. Absolute calibra-
tion uncertainty is caused by sample variance in the cal-
ibration to !CDM, uncertainty in the pixel polarization
e$ciency, and uncertainty in the beam and gain model.
We constrain the systematic calibration uncertainty in
polarization maps by comparing the CEE

l power spec-
trum from each field to that predicted by !CDM (for
which there are no free parameters) after applying a sin-
gle calibration factor based on CTT

l . The CEE
l spec-

trum for each field is separately consistent with !CDM
within its statistical and sample variance. The three
patches show a residual calibration variation of ±10%
RMS in CEE

l . Taken as a bound on the calibration un-
certainty, this corresponds to a calibration uncertainty
of "A = +0.22

!0.18. This calibration uncertainty does not
a#ect the significance of the measurement, but it does
reduce the constraining power on the true amplitude of
lensing. The total systematic error is "A = ±0.13(+0.32

!0.27)
for unlensed (lensed) simulations.
We use a null test suite focused on the two-point CBB

l

power spectrum analysis as one check of the robustness
of the data. This null test suite splits the data in nine dif-
ferent bisections – based on fraction of season, distance
from the moon, atmospheric precipitable water vapor,
gain variation, scan direction, azimuth and elevation re-
gions, and subsets of the focal plane detectors. We find
consistency in CBB

l for all splits, with null tests produc-
ing probabilities to exceed (PTEs) the observed "2 with
a uniform distribution from zero to one (see Fig. 1) and
no statistically significant outliers.
Null tests specific to the four-point lensing estima-

tors are also examined. Deflection fields for di#erent
patches should not be correlated and this is used to
test the lensing signals for potential contamination. We
define a “swap-patch” lensing power spectra Cdd,null

L =
!dpatch 1(L)d"patch 2(L)# to test for contamination com-
mon to di#erent patches [11]. The deflection field has
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3

mode polarization field, and an odd parity B-mode po-
larization field [28, 29]. The B-mode polarization is of
particular interest, because although scalars provide the
dominant contributions to both T and E-modes, they
do not produce B-modes at linear order. Gravitational
lensing by large-scale structure results in a remapping of
the CMB photons by the lensing deflection field d – typi-
cally 3

!

in magnitude – which points from the direction in
which a CMB photon is received to the direction in which
it was originally emitted. Lensing converts E-modes into
B-modes and thus induces a correlation between the lens-
ing B-modes and E-modes; similar correlations are also
introduced between formerly independent pairs of E po-
larization modes.
The optimal polarized quadratic estimators for lensing

make use of these changes in the statistical properties
of the CMB sky, and estimate lensing by measuring the
characteristic lensing-induced correlation between di!er-
ent polarized Fourier modes [30–32]. The so-called EB
and EE estimators are given by:

!̂EB(L) =

!

d2l

(2")2
gEB(L, l)E(l)B(L ! l) (1)

and

!̂EE(L) =

!

d2l

(2")2
gEE(L, l)E(l)E(L ! l), (2)

where g is a function chosen as in [32] to normalize and
optimize the estimator, L and l are Fourier space vec-
tors conjugate to position on the sky, and ! = !" · d/2
is the lensing convergence. Using these estimators, we
calculate a noisy map of the lensing convergence field !
which can be correlated with the Herschel submillimeter
background maps. In the estimators, we use only scales
500 # # # 2700 in the polarization maps.
To test the pipeline, we generate a set of 400 Monte

Carlo simulations which have similar properties to the
data. To construct these simulations, we lens Gaus-
sian simulations of CMB Q and U polarization using
the method described in [33]. We then add noise with
the same level and spatial inhomogeneity as found in the
data, with a constant power spectrum. We verified that
the deviation of the map noise power from white noise
was minimal over the range of scales used in our recon-
struction.
These simulations are used to validate our pipeline as

follows. We cross-correlate the reconstructed lensing con-
vergence maps with the input lensing convergence maps
in the simulation, which act as a proxy for the correlated
part of the Herschel maps. By testing whether the re-
sulting cross-power agrees with the noiseless lensing con-
vergence power spectrum, we verify that our reconstruc-
tion and cross-correlation pipeline is unbiased. We repeat
this pipeline validation with 100 CMB polarization signal
simulations that have passed through the entire scanning

and mapmaking pipeline and verify that our pipeline is
not significantly biased by scanning/mapmaking within
the relevant range of scales.
We use the lensing convergence maps, reconstructed

and validated as described above with the EB and
EE estimators, to measure the polarization lensing-CIB
cross-power.
Predicted Cross-power: As shown e.g. in [34], the

cross-power is given by

C!I
" =

!

dzH(z)

$2(z)
W!(z)W I(z)P (k = #/$(z), z) (3)

where P (k, z) is the matter power spectrum, W I(z) is
proportional to the redshift origin of the infrared back-
ground signal dI/dz and W! is defined as

W!(z) =
3

2H(z)
"0H

2
0 (1 + z)$(z)

($! ! $(z))

$!
. (4)

Here $(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z, $! is the
comoving distance to the last scattering surface, H(z) is
the Hubble parameter, and "0 and H0 give the current
values of the matter density parameter and the Hubble
parameter.
We base our fiducial signal calculation of the lensing-

CIB cross-power on the best-fit W I(z) at 500µm from
[16], which in turn relies on the model of [35]. The re-
sulting signal theory curve is used in Figs. 1 and 2.
Measured Cross-power: We measure the cross-

powers of polarization lensing and the Herschel maps
of the infrared background on two Polarbear maps
(RA12 and RA23), with lensing derived from both the
EB and EE estimators. All four cross-power spectra
(two estimators on two maps) are shown in the lowest
panel of Fig. 1. We co-add the two cross-spectra involving
the EB estimator to calculate a cross-power correspond-
ing to a measurement of B-mode polarization, shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 1; we obtain evidence forB-mode
polarization from lensing at a significance of 2.3%. The
significance of a detection is calculated using the expres-

sion
"

#

i(&
2
i,null ! &2

i,theory) where the sum is over all

relevant cross-powers and &2 is calculated using the full
covariance matrix. We similarly construct a co-added
combination of all four polarized lensing-cross powers,
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1; this corresponds to a
detection of polarized lensing at 4.0% significance.
The errors and the 5 $ 5 covariance matrix for our

cross-power measurement are obtained using the 400
Monte Carlo simulations described earlier. We perform
simple convergence tests by varying the number of simu-
lations used and find stable results. We also note that the
errors we simulate agree with the results of analytical cal-
culations based on the observed power spectra and that
using only the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
gives similar detection significances (to within 0.2%). As
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where g is a function chosen as in [32] to normalize and
optimize the estimator, L and l are Fourier space vec-
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is the lensing convergence. Using these estimators, we
calculate a noisy map of the lensing convergence field !
which can be correlated with the Herschel submillimeter
background maps. In the estimators, we use only scales
500 # # # 2700 in the polarization maps.
To test the pipeline, we generate a set of 400 Monte

Carlo simulations which have similar properties to the
data. To construct these simulations, we lens Gaus-
sian simulations of CMB Q and U polarization using
the method described in [33]. We then add noise with
the same level and spatial inhomogeneity as found in the
data, with a constant power spectrum. We verified that
the deviation of the map noise power from white noise
was minimal over the range of scales used in our recon-
struction.
These simulations are used to validate our pipeline as

follows. We cross-correlate the reconstructed lensing con-
vergence maps with the input lensing convergence maps
in the simulation, which act as a proxy for the correlated
part of the Herschel maps. By testing whether the re-
sulting cross-power agrees with the noiseless lensing con-
vergence power spectrum, we verify that our reconstruc-
tion and cross-correlation pipeline is unbiased. We repeat
this pipeline validation with 100 CMB polarization signal
simulations that have passed through the entire scanning

and mapmaking pipeline and verify that our pipeline is
not significantly biased by scanning/mapmaking within
the relevant range of scales.
We use the lensing convergence maps, reconstructed

and validated as described above with the EB and
EE estimators, to measure the polarization lensing-CIB
cross-power.
Predicted Cross-power: As shown e.g. in [34], the

cross-power is given by
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where P (k, z) is the matter power spectrum, W I(z) is
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Here $(z) is the comoving distance to redshift z, $! is the
comoving distance to the last scattering surface, H(z) is
the Hubble parameter, and "0 and H0 give the current
values of the matter density parameter and the Hubble
parameter.
We base our fiducial signal calculation of the lensing-

CIB cross-power on the best-fit W I(z) at 500µm from
[16], which in turn relies on the model of [35]. The re-
sulting signal theory curve is used in Figs. 1 and 2.
Measured Cross-power: We measure the cross-

powers of polarization lensing and the Herschel maps
of the infrared background on two Polarbear maps
(RA12 and RA23), with lensing derived from both the
EB and EE estimators. All four cross-power spectra
(two estimators on two maps) are shown in the lowest
panel of Fig. 1. We co-add the two cross-spectra involving
the EB estimator to calculate a cross-power correspond-
ing to a measurement of B-mode polarization, shown in
the middle panel of Fig. 1; we obtain evidence forB-mode
polarization from lensing at a significance of 2.3%. The
significance of a detection is calculated using the expres-
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relevant cross-powers and &2 is calculated using the full
covariance matrix. We similarly construct a co-added
combination of all four polarized lensing-cross powers,
shown in the top panel of Fig. 1; this corresponds to a
detection of polarized lensing at 4.0% significance.
The errors and the 5 $ 5 covariance matrix for our

cross-power measurement are obtained using the 400
Monte Carlo simulations described earlier. We perform
simple convergence tests by varying the number of simu-
lations used and find stable results. We also note that the
errors we simulate agree with the results of analytical cal-
culations based on the observed power spectra and that
using only the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix
gives similar detection significances (to within 0.2%). As
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FIG. 1. The lensing kernel W !gal (solid) for the CS82 red-
shift distribution of source galaxies (as given in Eq. 6) and
normalized to a unit maximum. For comparison, the kernel
for CMB lensing (Eq. 3) is shown as dashed, also normalized
to a unit maximum.

and W!CMB is z ! 0.9, illustrating that the cross power
spectrum is sensitive to the amplitude of structure at in-
termediate redshifts.

III. CMB AND GALAXY LENSING DATA

A. ACT CMB Lensing Data

ACT is a 6-meter telescope located in the Atacama
desert in Chile [36–38]. The CMB temperature maps
used in this work are made from observations taken dur-
ing 2008 - 2010 in the 148 GHz frequency channel and
have been calibrated to 2% accuracy as in [39]. The maps
are centered on the celestial equator with a width of 3
degrees in declination and 108 degrees in right ascension
and are identical to those used in [12].
The lensing convergence fields are reconstructed from

the CMB temperature maps using the minimum variance
quadratic estimator of [40] following the procedure used
in [27]. The lensing deflection induces correlations in the
Fourier modes of the previously uncorrelated, unlensed
CMB. The lensing convergence is estimated from these
Fourier correlations with a quadratic estimator:

!̂(L) = N(L)

!
d2l f(L, l)T (l)T (L" l), (5)

where l and L are Fourier space coordinates, N is the
normalization function, T is the temperature field, and
f is a weighting function that maximizes the signal-to-
noise ratio of the reconstructed convergence (see [40] for
details). In the lensing reconstruction, we filter out tem-
perature modes with a low signal-to-noise ratio, specif-
ically those modes below " = 500 and above " = 4000.
This filtering does not prevent the measurement of low-
" lensing modes, as the lensing signal at a given scale "
is obtained from temperature modes separated by " (see

Eq. 5). The maximum " of included temperature modes
is the only di!erence between the lensing maps used in
this work and those in [12].
The final normalization is obtained in a two step pro-

cess, as in [12]. A first-order approximation for the
normalization is computed from the data power spec-
trum, with an additional, small correction factor (of or-
der 10%) applied from Monte Carlo simulations, which
are designed to match both the signal and noise prop-
erties of the ACT data. Finally, we obtain a simulated
mean field map #!̂$ from 480 Monte Carlo realizations of
reconstructed CMB lensing convergence maps and sub-
tract this mean field from the reconstructed ACT lensing
maps. The simulated mean field is non-zero due to noise
and finite-map e!ects giving rise to a small (!5%) ar-
tificial lensing signal, which must be subtracted. Note
that this set of 480 Monte Carlo realizations is also used
to estimate error bars on the final cross power spectrum
measurement, as described in section V.

B. CS82 Lensing Data

1. Data

The Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope Stripe 82 Survey
is an i!-band survey of the so-called Stripe 82 region of
sky along the celestial equator [41]. The survey was de-
signed with the goal of covering a large fraction of Stripe
82 with high quality i!-band imaging suitable for weak
lensing measurements. With this goal in mind, the CS82
survey was conducted under excellent seeing conditions:
the Point Spread Function (PSF) for CS82 varies between
0.4!! and 0.8!! over the entire survey with a median see-
ing of 0.6!!. In total, CS82 comprises 173 MegaCam i!-
band images, with each image roughly one square degree
in area with a pixel size of 0.187 arcseconds. The area
covered by the survey is 160 degrees2 (129.2 degrees2 af-
ter masking out bright stars and other artifacts). The
completeness magnitude is i! ! 24.1 (AB magnitude, 5#
in a 2!! aperture). Image processing is largely based on
the procedures presented in [42, 43]. Weak lensing shear
catalogs were constructed using the state-of-the-art weak
lensing pipeline developed by the CFHTLenS collabora-
tion which employs the lensfit shape measurement algo-
rithm [44, 45]. We refer to these publications for more
in-depth details on the shear measurement pipeline.
Following [44] and [45], source galaxies are selected to

have w > 0 and FITSCLASS = 0. Here, w represents an
inverse variance weight accorded to each source galaxy by
lensfit, and FITSCLASS is a flag to remove stars but also
to select galaxies with well-measured shapes (see details
in [44]). After these cuts, the CS82 source galaxy den-
sity is 15.8 galaxies arcmin"2 and the e!ective weighted
galaxy number density (see equation 1 in [45]) is 12.3
galaxies arcmin"2. Note that these numbers do not in-
clude any cuts on photometric redshift quality since for
the purposes of this paper, we only need to know the

κ = −1

2
∇ · d = −1

2
∇2Φ
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Data analysis framework
12

• Unbiased mapmaking

• Curved sky pure-pseudo 
power spectrum estimation

• Filtered mapmaking

• Flat-sky MASTER power 
spectrum estimation with 
daily cross-spectra

8

Cross check and validation

(ATFA)ŝith = ATFd

ŝ = (ATN−1A)−1ATN−1Fd

Planck SMICA map POLARBEAR
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B-modes power spectrum measurement
• Polarization angle self-calibration from detected EB power (~1deg)

• Negligible contamination from diffuse astrophysical foregrounds with 
conservative assumptions

• First direct evidence of lensing B-modes

13
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Fig. 12.— Binned CBB
� spectrum measured using data from all three patches (∼ 30 deg2). A theoretical wmap-9 ΛCDM high-resolution

CBB
� spectrum with ABB= 1 is shown. The uncertainty shown for the band powers is the diagonal of the band power covariance matrix,

including beam covariance.

TABLE 8
Reported Polarbear band powers and the diagonal

elements of their covariance matrix

Central � � (�+ 1)CBB
� /2π [µK2] ∆{� (�+ 1)CBB

� /2π} [µK2]
700 0.093 0.056

1100 0.149 0.117
1500 −0.317 0.236
1900 0.487 0.482

trum; including statistical uncertainty and beam covari-

ance, this PTE is 42%. Table 8 enumerates the band

powers reported here.

We fit the band powers to a ΛCDM cosmological

model with a single ABB amplitude parameter. We find

ABB = 1.12 ± 0.61(stat)+0.04
−0.10(sys) ± 0.07(multi), where

ABB = 1 is defined by the wmap-9 ΛCDM spectrum.

To calculate the lower bound on the additive uncertain-

ties on this number, we linearly add, in each band, the

upper bound band powers of all the additive systematic

effects discussed in Section 7, and the uncertainty in the

removal of E to B leakage. We then subtract this possi-

ble bias from the measured band powers, and calculate

ABB . This produces a lower ABB , and sets the lower

bound of the additive uncertainty. We then repeat the

process to measure the upper bound. The multiplicative

uncertainties are the quadrature sum of all the multi-

plicative uncertainties discussed in Section 7.

The measurement rejects the hypothesis of no CBB
�

from lensing with a confidence of 97.5%. This is calcu-

lated using the bias-subtracted band powers described

above (the most conservative values to use for rejecting

this null hypothesis), and integrating the likelihood of

ABB> 0. This significance is the equivalent of 2.0σ for a

normal distribution.

9. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

We have reported a measurement of the CMB’s B-

mode angular power spectrum, CBB
� , over the multipole

range 500 < � < 2100. This measurement is enabled by

the unprecedented combination of high angular resolu-

tion (3.5�) and low noise that characterizes the Polar-
bear CMB polarization observations.

To validate the Polarbear measurement of this faint

signal, we performed extensive tests for systematic er-

rors. We evaluated nine null tests and estimated twelve

sources of instrumental contamination using a detailed

instrument model, and found that all the systematic un-

certainties were small compared to the statistical uncer-

tainty in the measurement. To motivate comprehensive

97.5% c.l. B-modes 
measurement
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ABSTRACT

We report a measurement of the B-mode polarization power spectrum in the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) using the Polarbear experiment in Chile. The faint B-mode polarization signa-
ture carries information about the Universe’s entire history of gravitational structure formation, and
the cosmic inflation that may have occurred in the very early Universe. Our measurement covers the
angular multipole range 500 < � < 2100 and is based on observations of 30 deg2 with 3.5� resolution
at 150GHz. On these angular scales, gravitational lensing of the CMB by intervening structure in
the Universe is expected to be the dominant source of B-mode polarization. Including both system-
atic and statistical uncertainties, the hypothesis of no B-mode polarization power from gravitational
lensing is rejected at 97.5% confidence – the equivalent of 2.0σ for a normal distribution. The band
powers are consistent with the standard cosmological model. Fitting a single lensing amplitude pa-
rameter ABB to the measured band powers, ABB = 1.12 ± 0.61(stat)+0.04

−0.10(sys) ± 0.07(multi), where
ABB = 1 is the fiducial wmap-9 ΛCDM value. In this expression, “stat” refers to the statistical
uncertainty, “sys” to the systematic uncertainty associated with possible biases from the instrument
and astrophysical foregrounds, and “multi” to the calibration uncertainties that have a multiplicative
effect on the measured amplitude ABB .
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Fig. 12.— Binned CBB
� spectrum measured using data from all three patches (∼ 30 deg2). A theoretical wmap-9 ΛCDM high-resolution

CBB
� spectrum with ABB= 1 is shown. The uncertainty shown for the band powers is the diagonal of the band power covariance matrix,

including beam covariance.

TABLE 8
Reported Polarbear band powers and the diagonal

elements of their covariance matrix

Central � � (�+ 1)CBB
� /2π [µK2] ∆{� (�+ 1)CBB

� /2π} [µK2]
700 0.093 0.056

1100 0.149 0.117
1500 −0.317 0.236
1900 0.487 0.482

trum; including statistical uncertainty and beam covari-

ance, this PTE is 42%. Table 8 enumerates the band

powers reported here.

We fit the band powers to a ΛCDM cosmological

model with a single ABB amplitude parameter. We find

ABB = 1.12 ± 0.61(stat)+0.04
−0.10(sys) ± 0.07(multi), where

ABB = 1 is defined by the wmap-9 ΛCDM spectrum.

To calculate the lower bound on the additive uncertain-

ties on this number, we linearly add, in each band, the

upper bound band powers of all the additive systematic

effects discussed in Section 7, and the uncertainty in the

removal of E to B leakage. We then subtract this possi-

ble bias from the measured band powers, and calculate

ABB . This produces a lower ABB , and sets the lower

bound of the additive uncertainty. We then repeat the

process to measure the upper bound. The multiplicative

uncertainties are the quadrature sum of all the multi-

plicative uncertainties discussed in Section 7.

The measurement rejects the hypothesis of no CBB
�

from lensing with a confidence of 97.5%. This is calcu-

lated using the bias-subtracted band powers described

above (the most conservative values to use for rejecting

this null hypothesis), and integrating the likelihood of

ABB> 0. This significance is the equivalent of 2.0σ for a

normal distribution.

9. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

We have reported a measurement of the CMB’s B-

mode angular power spectrum, CBB
� , over the multipole

range 500 < � < 2100. This measurement is enabled by

the unprecedented combination of high angular resolu-

tion (3.5�) and low noise that characterizes the Polar-
bear CMB polarization observations.

To validate the Polarbear measurement of this faint

signal, we performed extensive tests for systematic er-

rors. We evaluated nine null tests and estimated twelve

sources of instrumental contamination using a detailed

instrument model, and found that all the systematic un-

certainties were small compared to the statistical uncer-

tainty in the measurement. To motivate comprehensive
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Control of the systematics

25

• Systematics pipeline:  
systematic injection and propagation through the whole science pipeline 

! Residual systematics are negligible

Most notably: 

Boresight and differential 
pointing!

Differential beam size!

Polarization angle!

Differential beam 
ellipticity!

HWP dependent gain

Statistical uncertainty

B-mode expected!
signal

Combined systematics

Control of instrumental systematics
• No temperature-polarization correlation detected on map level

• Result robust to systematics marginalization for different type of leakages 

• Careful instrumental systematics uncertainties propagation: negligible!

14

Statistical uncertainty

Combined systematics
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Cosmological constraints with POLARBEAR
• Constraints on inflationary magnetogenesis: 

compatible with lower r and blue tensor spectra 

• Cosmic defects / vector plus tensor modes can 
explain data but rule out local strings

• Alternatives to inflation can be tightly constrained:

• string gas cosmology with blue tensor spectrum

• slow roll or null energy condition violation

15

values of r can be consistent with the production of cosmic
strings.
The main reason cosmic strings struggle to provide a

good fit to the BICEP2 data is the presence of B-mode
power on smaller angular scales. This power could be
suppressed if strings were to form not after but during
inflation [76,77]. Such strings could remain far separated
and prevented from reaching a scaling solution until the
onset of decoupling (this idea was pointed out to us by Alex
Vilenkin). A related scenario was recently discussed in
Ref. [78] as a way of eliminating the presence of loops
during the radiation era and, thus, evading the tight pulsar
bounds on cosmic strings. There may be an impetus for
investigating such models further in the context of string-
sourced B modes.
To summarize, we have shown that the B-mode spectra

measured by BICEP2 and POLARBEAR are consistent
with a contribution from vector modes sourced by cosmic
strings. Working with the USM model allowed us to scan
over a wide range of scaling defect models parametrized by
the effective density parameter ! and the rms velocity v. In
order for strings to provide a satisfactory fit to the data on
their own, the ! parameter needs to be extremely large, well
beyond values typical for local strings. The string spectra
that fit the data best are more representative of global
strings and textures.
When the string contribution is considered together with

the inflationary B-mode spectrum, they improve the overall
fit. This is primarily because the string contribution allows
the model to pass through the data points at l > 150. The
best-fit USM model in this case is consistent with B-mode
spectra from simulations of local strings.
In both cases, with and without the inflationary con-

tribution, the best fit for f10 is close to but still below the
bound set by Planck based on fits to the CMB temperature

spectra. Thus, we expect that a joint fit that included the
Planck data would not significantly change the conclusions
of this Letter. Such a fit must be performed in the future
when more data become available.
We have argued that detectable B modes can be

produced by cosmic defects. Other interesting possibilities
include phase transitions [75] and primordial magnetic
fields [79,80]. Thus, BICEP2 results are exciting not only
because of the potential discovery of the signal from
inflationary gravity waves but also because they have
pioneered the era of precision B-mode science—a new
frontier for testing fundamental physics with cosmology.

We acknowledge helpful discussions with Richard
Battye, Ed Copeland, Antony Lewis, Carlos Martins,
Dani Steer, Henry Tye, Tanmay Vachaspati, Alex
Vilenkin, Ira Wasserman, and Mark Wyman. We specially
thank Antony Lewis for help with the likelihood code.
L. P. is supported by an NSERC Discover Grant. A. M. is
supported by STFC.
Note added.—While this paper was in preparation, a

related short paper was posted on arXiv.org [81] comment-
ing on similar ideas. Our work provides quantitative
answers to some of the questions posed in Ref. [81].
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FIG. 3 (color online). The marginalized joint likelihood for the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r and the strength of the string contribution
f10. The two different shades indicate the 68% and 95%
confidence regions. The vertical dashed line indicates the
approximate bound on f10 from Planck.
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FIG. 3. Contour plots of r0.01 vs nT to fit against the data. Left panel: fit the data of the BICEP2 and POLARBEAR. The

green region is excluded by POLARBEAR. Right panel: fit the first five data bins of BICEP2 and the others are upper bound.

The pivot scale is chosen as k = 0.01Mpc
−1

, which is approximately the same scale as the BICEP2 detection is made.

FIG. 4. χ2
is a function of r and of nT , which fits the data of BICEP2 and POLARBEAR with the pivot scale 0.01 Mpc.

deficit of power at l ≤ 40, of 5% ∼ 10%. If the tensor mode contributes to TT more at larger l (i.e. blue tilt), it

helps to resolve the missing power anomaly.

• It is conventionally believed that the POLARBEAR detection of B-modes (and earlier, the cross correlation

detected by SPTpol [16]) comes from lensing. This is true only if the tensor spectrum is not very blue. When

nT � 2.5, the primordial gravitational waves dominate over lensing at high l. Thus on the one hand, if nT is

indeed very blue, the detection from SPTpol and POLARBEAR may include considerable amount of primordial

gravitational waves contribution; and on the other hand, those experiments puts tight constraint on nT � 2.5.
To see this explicitly, the exclusion curve from POLARBEAR is plotted in the left panel of Fig. 3. It remains

interesting to see if the SPTpol cross correlation puts similar or tighter bound on nT.

• Although the current bound on nT is far from testing the consistency relation of inflation, it is already informative

to disfavor scenarios with very blue or red spectrum. For example, a sharp pulse of gravitational waves with

rapid decaying tail towards both ends (nT < −1.5 or nT > 2.0) are disfavored by the current data.

• Very blue tensor tilt cannot last long. Assuming the running of nT is not significant, then for nT = 1, it takes

about 23 e-folds to bring the tensor mode to be non-perturbative (Ph ∼ 1). Those non-perturbative tensor modes

Wang & Xue 
2014

the inflationary prediction at all multipoles. On the other
hand, for smaller values of T! (M2 and especially M3),
the contribution from the vector mode is enhanced,
leading to an increase of the signal at high multipoles.
The plots show that magnetic fields (M1) and (M2) can
mimic the r! 0.2 inflationary prediction very well and
are also compatible with the POLARBEAR data at
subdegree scales. Moreover, because of the slightly blue
spectrum of the magnetic passive tensor mode nT " 0.2
and due to the fact that the magnetic compensated vector
mode contributes in a negligible way to the temperature,
the magnetic field contribution is compatible with the
temperature spectrum measured by Planck. Note that a
bluer magnetic field with, e.g., nB " !2.8 would still fit
the polarization data well, while reducing even more the
contribution to the temperature spectrum. We defer a full
Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis of the magnetic field
parameters to subsequent work.
In principle, the BICEP2 data can be explained via

magnetic fields, with inflation producing negligible
tensor modes and, thus, avoiding tension with Planck
and problems for inflationary model building.
Constraints from non-Gaussianity.—If the magnetic

field distribution is Gaussian, its energy momentum tensor
is the square of a Gaussian and its non-Gaussianity is
mainly of the local type. The Planck constraints [17] on the
bispectrum then imply B1 " 2–3 nG [18]. The amplitude
B1 (or the prefactor F) needed to reproduce the B
polarization observed by BICEP2 is just small enough
not to spoil the bispectrum constraint from Planck. On the
other hand, stronger constraints have recently been shown
to arise from the trispectrum [19]. In particular, the passive
scalar mode leads to the strongest constraint: B1 " 0.9 nG
for nB " !2.8 and T! " 1014 GeV, which corresponds to
B1 " 1.2 nG for nB " !2.9 [see Eq. (48) in Ref. [19]]. The
amplitude of the magnetic field needed to reproduce
the BICEP2 data therefore generates a slightly too large

trispectrum in the CMB, if one assumes that the magnetic
field itself is Gaussian (the above constraints assume
Gaussianity of the magnetic field). Note, however, that
the magnetic field contribution to the trispectrum has been
calculated in Ref. [19] for a limited number of shapes only
and that a full calculation may slightly soften the 1.2 nG
bound due to possible cancellations between the different
shapes [13].
To evade the constraintB1 " 1.2 nG, we could try to build

inflationary magnetogenesis models with non-Gaussian
magnetic fields whose trispectra are suppressed with respect
to the Gaussian case. Even though a logical possibility, this
seems to be an artificial and unnatural alternative to the high-r
inflationary tensor modes. Instead, we can use a reduced
contribution frommagnetic fields that is consistent with non-
Gaussianity bounds. This will take some pressure off the
inflationary tensor modes, reducing the r value needed to
match the data. In Fig. 3, we give an example to show that
r " 0.09 can be achieved by adding magnetic fields whose
bi- and trispectra are consistent with current bounds and
including a small amount of dust, #l$l% 1&CBB

l =2!'dust!
0.0025$"K&2. Note that this combination of a primordial
tensor mode and a magnetic mode also respects the Planck
bound from temperature anisotropies of r < 0.11.
Conclusions.—B modes from magnetic fields can repro-

duce the BICEP2 results with no contribution from infla-
tionary gravitational waves, i.e., with r! 0. This requires,
however, that the fields are generated during inflation with
non-Gaussian statistics, in such a way that their energy-
momentum tensor is nearly Gaussian. As far as we are
aware, no specific mechanism to produce such fields has
been proposed in the literature so far.
If Gaussian magnetic fields are generated during infla-

tion, then the non-Gaussianity induced by the fields that are
required to replace the r! 0.2 tensor mode, are in tension
with the trispectrum limits from Planck [19].
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FIG. 3 (color online). The B mode from lensed scalars plus a
primordial tensor spectrum with r " 0.09 at k# " 0.002 Mpc!1,
a magnetic field with nB " !2.9 and B1 " 1.2 nG, and a dust
contribution of 0.0025$"K&2. The sum of the primordial and the
magnetic contributions effectively reproduces the value r " 0.16
cited in Ref. [1] after dust removal.
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FIG. 2 (color online). The B-mode polarization spectrum, i.e.,
the sum of the scalar lensing B mode with the magnetic modes in
cases (M1), (M2), and (M3) (as in Fig. 1). Data points are from
BICEP2 (circles) and POLARBEAR (squares) (the triangle
denotes an upper limit).
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We show below that the combination of compensated
and passive modes from a magnetic field alone can
reproduce very well the BICEP2 result without invoking
primordial tensor modes (i.e., taking r to be negligible).
However, if we require that the initial magnetic field be
Gaussian, then limits on non-Gaussianity are in tension
with a pure magnetic field solution. On the other hand, the
inclusion of a weaker magnetic field, consistent with non-
Gaussianity bounds, can reduce the required inflationary
tensor contribution to r! 0.09, thus removing the present
tension with temperature data from Planck.
Magnetic modes and B polarization.—We consider a

magnetic field generated during inflation, which is nearly
scale invariant nB ! !2.9. Such a field produces both
“compensated” and “passive” modes. The first type is an
isocurvature mode, compensated by free-streaming neutri-
nos after they decouple, and it is sourced until late times.
The passive mode, which is adiabatic, is no longer sourced
after neutrino decoupling, and its amplitude depends log-
arithmically on the scale of generation [10,11]. The infla-
tionary andmagnetic passivemodes in general have a higher
amplitude than the magnetic compensated mode. A third
“acausal” (inflationary) magnetic mode discovered by the
authors of Ref. [12] is always scale invariant and, for
nB ! !2.9, has the same characteristics as the passive
mode. We, therefore, do not discuss it separately in the
following—it can simply be added to the passive mode,
enhancing the prefactor F in Eq. (2) below (see however
comment [13]).
The passive magnetic mode mimics an inflationary

spectrum with scalar spectral index nS ! 2nB " 7 and
tensor index nT ! 2nB " 6. It can only be distinguished
from an inflationary spectrum via higher-order correlators
(bi- and trispectrum). We can characterize the passive mode
by its curvature perturbation,

P!B#k$ ! Ap#k=k"$2nB"6; (1)

Ap ! 1.87 ! 10!13

!2#nB=2" 3=2$

!
k"

1Mpc"1

"
2nB"6

F
#
B1

1 nG

$
4

; (2)

F !%log#T&=T#$ " 1=2'2; (3)

and the compensated mode by the density fluctuation that it
induces,

P$B ! Ac#k=k"$2nB"6; (4)

Ac !
1.71 ! 10!13

!2#nB=2" 3=2$

!
k"

1Mpc"1

"
2nB"6

#
B1

1 nG

$
4

; (5)

where T& is the energy scale at which the field started to
evolve freely in the radiation-dominated era, e.g., after
reheating, and T# !MeV is the scale of neutrino decou-
pling. More details are found in Refs. [10,11].

We consider three magnetic cases

#M1$ B1 ! 1.83 nG; T& ! 1014 GeV; (6)

#M2$ B1 ! 3.04 nG; T& ! 103 GeV; (7)

#M3$ B1 ! 5.5 nG; T& ! 57 MeV: (8)

Here, B1 is the amplitude of the magnetic field today at
the scale 1 Mpc. The case (M3) has been included as an
illustration with a large contribution from the compensated
mode and has a nonrealistic value of T&.
In Fig. 1, we compare the contribution of a primordial

magnetic field to the temperature spectra (calculated with
the modified CAMB code of Ref. [10]) with the contribution
of a primordial tensor mode with r ! 0.11 and with r ! 0.2
at the pivot scale k" ! 0.002 Mpc!1. The three magnetic
models (M1—M3) make a contribution that is just at the
edge of what is allowed by Planck temperature measure-
ments, r < 0.11, and well below the contribution from a
primordial tensor with r ! 0.2 [14].
Figure 2 shows a fit to the BICEP2 and POLARBEAR

data [15] from pure magnetic field B modes plus a scalar
lensing B mode. It is interesting that magnetic fields with
nB > !3, which is required in order to evade an infrared
divergence, automatically lead to a blue tensor spectrum
which seems to be favored by the data [16]. The value of
nB ! !2.9 adopted here yields nT ! 0.2. In all three cases,
the dominant contributions to the magnetic field B modes
are from the passive tensor mode and the compensated
vector mode. A large value of T& (M1) amplifies the passive
tensor mode with respect to the vector mode so that the
magnetic contribution is essentially indistinguishable from
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FIG. 1 (color online). Temperature angular autocorrelation
spectra: from an inflationary scalar mode (red, bottom solid
line), inflationary scalar " tensor modes with r ! 0.11 (cyan,
middle solid line), inflationary scalar " tensor modes with
r ! 0.2 (black, top solid line), and from an inflationary
scalar mode"magneticmodes , in case (M1) (green, short-
dashed line), (M2) (blue, long-dashed line), and (M3) (magenta,
dot-dashed line). Data points are from Planck. (Note that the
(M1-3) curves are nearly coincident.)
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ing the three known neutrino flavors, is < 250
meV (95% C.L.) [23].

Neutrino oscillation measurements tell us
that the sum of masses has to be > 58 meV
in the “normal” hierarchy and > 100 meV in
the “inverted” hierarchy. As shown in Fig. 3,
the Simons Array will have a 1σ error bar of 53
meV when combined with Planck data. When
combined with Baryon Acoustic Oscillation mea-
surements, a degeneracy is broken and the con-
straint becomes 18 meV1, providing a 3σ detec-
tion of the sum of masses. If the masses are be-
low 100 meV, the neutrino mass hierarchy will
be known. Measurement of the sum of neutrino
masses would have a profound implication for
fundamental physics, perhaps providing insight
to the origin of mass itself.

In reference to neutrino measurements, the
Decadal committee writes “Another potential
contribution to fundamental physics will come
from microwave background observations using
future CMB telescopes combined with probes of
structure formation, which can provide an upper
limit to the sum of the masses of the three fla-
vors of neutrino with higher sensitivity than can
be done with ongoing laboratory experiments.
More detailed information may also emerge on
the individual particle masses.”

The evolution of the dark energy equation of
state w can be constrained by comparing high-
redshift CMB lensing measurements and lower
redshift probes of large-scale structure. This sen-
sitivity comes from the fact that dark energy in-
hibits the growth of structure. Measurements
of B-mode lensing have a similar power to con-
strain w at z > 2 as, for example, current su-
pernovae measurements have to constrain w at
z ∼ 1. The combination of measurements from
these two redshift regimes will provide new con-
straints on the evolution of dark energy.

1.3 Cross-correlation with other surveys

Cross-correlation of the Simons Array data with
data from other surveys will be a key science
focus of our work. The Simons Array’s survey
overlaps with the premier future optical surveys
including dark energy Survey (DES) [29], Hyper-
Suprime CAM (HSC) Survey [21], Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [20], and the
Large-Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Survey
[15].

1
This value was calculated using assumed DESI BAO

specifications with fixed w and Ωk. Allowing these pa-

rameters to vary gives a 21 meV error.

Figure 4: Ecliptic-coordinate map showing the
overlap of the Simons Array broad survey with op-
tical surveys DESI (here taken as BIGBOSS), HSC,
DES, and LSST. The 80% broad survey covers decli-
nations from -83◦ to 37◦ as indicted by the vertical
line to the left. Simons Array has 100% overlap with
DES and LSST and substantial overlap with HSC
and BIGBOSS

Cross-correlation data from the Simons Array
with these data sets will help us understand both
data sets and, therefore, obtain better cosmolog-
ical constraints [6]. For example, in galaxy sur-
veys the mass-to-light ratio (bias) can be mea-
sured by cross-correlation with CMB lensing,
greatly enhancing the power of the galaxy survey
data [25]. In another example, Vallinotto [32]
has suggested that cross-correlation of Lyman-α
data with CMB lensing would measure the flux-
matter bias relation which connects fluctuations
in the Lyman-α flux with those in the dark mat-
ter density, thereby enabling better cosmological
constraints from the Lyman-α data.

1.4 E-mode CMB Power Spectrum

A deep map of the CMB temperature and polar-
ization with 3.5� resolution over 80% of the sky
provides an important complement towmap and
Planck. In particular, the E-mode spectrum of
Planck will be cosmic-variance-limited only to
� ∼ 700. The Simons Array can extend this
range to � ∼ 2000. The Simons Array’s high-�
E-mode spectrum measurement will improve the
measurement of the scalar index ns, the running
of the scalar index α = dns/d ln k, the cosmolog-
ical helium abundance YHe, the effective number
of relativistic species Neff , and searches for pri-
mordial non-gaussianity [12].

1.5 Cosmic Polarization Rotation

CMB polarization measurements have the po-
tential for a fundamental physics discovery by
measuring the rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion due to any birefringence that occurs along
the travel path of the CMB photons. Cosmolog-
ical birefringence violates a number of symme-
tries, in particular, the interchanging of handed-
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ing the three known neutrino flavors, is < 250
meV (95% C.L.) [23].

Neutrino oscillation measurements tell us
that the sum of masses has to be > 58 meV
in the “normal” hierarchy and > 100 meV in
the “inverted” hierarchy. As shown in Fig. 3,
the Simons Array will have a 1σ error bar of 53
meV when combined with Planck data. When
combined with Baryon Acoustic Oscillation mea-
surements, a degeneracy is broken and the con-
straint becomes 18 meV1, providing a 3σ detec-
tion of the sum of masses. If the masses are be-
low 100 meV, the neutrino mass hierarchy will
be known. Measurement of the sum of neutrino
masses would have a profound implication for
fundamental physics, perhaps providing insight
to the origin of mass itself.

In reference to neutrino measurements, the
Decadal committee writes “Another potential
contribution to fundamental physics will come
from microwave background observations using
future CMB telescopes combined with probes of
structure formation, which can provide an upper
limit to the sum of the masses of the three fla-
vors of neutrino with higher sensitivity than can
be done with ongoing laboratory experiments.
More detailed information may also emerge on
the individual particle masses.”

The evolution of the dark energy equation of
state w can be constrained by comparing high-
redshift CMB lensing measurements and lower
redshift probes of large-scale structure. This sen-
sitivity comes from the fact that dark energy in-
hibits the growth of structure. Measurements
of B-mode lensing have a similar power to con-
strain w at z > 2 as, for example, current su-
pernovae measurements have to constrain w at
z ∼ 1. The combination of measurements from
these two redshift regimes will provide new con-
straints on the evolution of dark energy.

1.3 Cross-correlation with other surveys

Cross-correlation of the Simons Array data with
data from other surveys will be a key science
focus of our work. The Simons Array’s survey
overlaps with the premier future optical surveys
including dark energy Survey (DES) [29], Hyper-
Suprime CAM (HSC) Survey [21], Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [20], and the
Large-Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Survey
[15].

1
This value was calculated using assumed DESI BAO

specifications with fixed w and Ωk. Allowing these pa-

rameters to vary gives a 21 meV error.

Figure 4: Ecliptic-coordinate map showing the
overlap of the Simons Array broad survey with op-
tical surveys DESI (here taken as BIGBOSS), HSC,
DES, and LSST. The 80% broad survey covers decli-
nations from -83◦ to 37◦ as indicted by the vertical
line to the left. Simons Array has 100% overlap with
DES and LSST and substantial overlap with HSC
and BIGBOSS

Cross-correlation data from the Simons Array
with these data sets will help us understand both
data sets and, therefore, obtain better cosmolog-
ical constraints [6]. For example, in galaxy sur-
veys the mass-to-light ratio (bias) can be mea-
sured by cross-correlation with CMB lensing,
greatly enhancing the power of the galaxy survey
data [25]. In another example, Vallinotto [32]
has suggested that cross-correlation of Lyman-α
data with CMB lensing would measure the flux-
matter bias relation which connects fluctuations
in the Lyman-α flux with those in the dark mat-
ter density, thereby enabling better cosmological
constraints from the Lyman-α data.

1.4 E-mode CMB Power Spectrum

A deep map of the CMB temperature and polar-
ization with 3.5� resolution over 80% of the sky
provides an important complement towmap and
Planck. In particular, the E-mode spectrum of
Planck will be cosmic-variance-limited only to
� ∼ 700. The Simons Array can extend this
range to � ∼ 2000. The Simons Array’s high-�
E-mode spectrum measurement will improve the
measurement of the scalar index ns, the running
of the scalar index α = dns/d ln k, the cosmolog-
ical helium abundance YHe, the effective number
of relativistic species Neff , and searches for pri-
mordial non-gaussianity [12].

1.5 Cosmic Polarization Rotation

CMB polarization measurements have the po-
tential for a fundamental physics discovery by
measuring the rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion due to any birefringence that occurs along
the travel path of the CMB photons. Cosmolog-
ical birefringence violates a number of symme-
tries, in particular, the interchanging of handed-
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ing the three known neutrino flavors, is < 250
meV (95% C.L.) [23].

Neutrino oscillation measurements tell us
that the sum of masses has to be > 58 meV
in the “normal” hierarchy and > 100 meV in
the “inverted” hierarchy. As shown in Fig. 3,
the Simons Array will have a 1σ error bar of 53
meV when combined with Planck data. When
combined with Baryon Acoustic Oscillation mea-
surements, a degeneracy is broken and the con-
straint becomes 18 meV1, providing a 3σ detec-
tion of the sum of masses. If the masses are be-
low 100 meV, the neutrino mass hierarchy will
be known. Measurement of the sum of neutrino
masses would have a profound implication for
fundamental physics, perhaps providing insight
to the origin of mass itself.

In reference to neutrino measurements, the
Decadal committee writes “Another potential
contribution to fundamental physics will come
from microwave background observations using
future CMB telescopes combined with probes of
structure formation, which can provide an upper
limit to the sum of the masses of the three fla-
vors of neutrino with higher sensitivity than can
be done with ongoing laboratory experiments.
More detailed information may also emerge on
the individual particle masses.”

The evolution of the dark energy equation of
state w can be constrained by comparing high-
redshift CMB lensing measurements and lower
redshift probes of large-scale structure. This sen-
sitivity comes from the fact that dark energy in-
hibits the growth of structure. Measurements
of B-mode lensing have a similar power to con-
strain w at z > 2 as, for example, current su-
pernovae measurements have to constrain w at
z ∼ 1. The combination of measurements from
these two redshift regimes will provide new con-
straints on the evolution of dark energy.

1.3 Cross-correlation with other surveys

Cross-correlation of the Simons Array data with
data from other surveys will be a key science
focus of our work. The Simons Array’s survey
overlaps with the premier future optical surveys
including dark energy Survey (DES) [29], Hyper-
Suprime CAM (HSC) Survey [21], Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [20], and the
Large-Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Survey
[15].

1
This value was calculated using assumed DESI BAO

specifications with fixed w and Ωk. Allowing these pa-

rameters to vary gives a 21 meV error.

Figure 4: Ecliptic-coordinate map showing the
overlap of the Simons Array broad survey with op-
tical surveys DESI (here taken as BIGBOSS), HSC,
DES, and LSST. The 80% broad survey covers decli-
nations from -83◦ to 37◦ as indicted by the vertical
line to the left. Simons Array has 100% overlap with
DES and LSST and substantial overlap with HSC
and BIGBOSS

Cross-correlation data from the Simons Array
with these data sets will help us understand both
data sets and, therefore, obtain better cosmolog-
ical constraints [6]. For example, in galaxy sur-
veys the mass-to-light ratio (bias) can be mea-
sured by cross-correlation with CMB lensing,
greatly enhancing the power of the galaxy survey
data [25]. In another example, Vallinotto [32]
has suggested that cross-correlation of Lyman-α
data with CMB lensing would measure the flux-
matter bias relation which connects fluctuations
in the Lyman-α flux with those in the dark mat-
ter density, thereby enabling better cosmological
constraints from the Lyman-α data.

1.4 E-mode CMB Power Spectrum

A deep map of the CMB temperature and polar-
ization with 3.5� resolution over 80% of the sky
provides an important complement towmap and
Planck. In particular, the E-mode spectrum of
Planck will be cosmic-variance-limited only to
� ∼ 700. The Simons Array can extend this
range to � ∼ 2000. The Simons Array’s high-�
E-mode spectrum measurement will improve the
measurement of the scalar index ns, the running
of the scalar index α = dns/d ln k, the cosmolog-
ical helium abundance YHe, the effective number
of relativistic species Neff , and searches for pri-
mordial non-gaussianity [12].

1.5 Cosmic Polarization Rotation

CMB polarization measurements have the po-
tential for a fundamental physics discovery by
measuring the rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion due to any birefringence that occurs along
the travel path of the CMB photons. Cosmolog-
ical birefringence violates a number of symme-
tries, in particular, the interchanging of handed-
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Two words on lensing reconstruction
• Lensing act as a convolution in harmonic domain

18

Temperature E-modes B-modes

• B-modes are the most powerful observable for CMB lensing science

Fabbian & 
Stompor 
(2013)

Giulio Fabbian and Radek Stompor: High precision simulations of weak lensing effect on CMB polarization

is obtained by some other means as for instance, N-body simu-
lations. In addition, they may be on occasion misleading as the
numerical effects can easily conspire to deliver a spectrum tan-
talizingly close to the desired one, without any reassurance that
the map of the lensed sky characterized by it, has correct other
statistical properties, such as e.g., higher order statistics. We note
that this is particularly likely and consequential for the B-mode
spectra given their low amplitudes and the lack of characteristic,
fine-scale features. An example of such a conspiracy is shown in
Fig. 1, where the power deficit at the high-� end caused by the
oversmoothing due to the interpolation compensate nearly per-
fectly the extra power aliased into the �-range of interest as a
consequence of a too crude resolution of the final map.

In this work we therefore propose to study the robustness
of the simulated results by demonstrating their convergence and
internal stability with respect to sky sampling and band-limit
changes, as expressed by two parameters, introduced earlier: the
upper value of the signal band, �max, and the overpixelization
factor, κ. Only once the convergence is reached we compare the
results to those computed by other means, if such are available.
We note that the convergence tests do not have to, and should not
in general, be restricted to the power spectra comparison only
and could instead involve other metrics more directly relevant to
the simulated maps themselves. In all such tests it is typically re-
quired to consider maps with extreme resolutions, what has been
traditionally prohibitive for numerical reasons. In this work, we
overcome this problem with help of a high performance lensing
code, lenS

2
HAT, which we have developed for this purpose.

Our second goal, i.e., to study the dependence of the calcula-
tion precision on the two crucial parameters, �max and κ, is com-
plementary and is aimed at providing meaningful and practically
useful guidelines of how to select the values of these parameters
prior to performing any numerical tests given some predefined
precision targets. In this context, we present here an in-depth
semi-analytical analysis of the impact of these parameters on
the lensed signal recovery. Though ultimately they may need to
be confirmed numerically case-by-case, e.g., using the conver-
gence tests as discussed earlier, they could be of significant help
in providing a reasonably starting point for such tests.

We also discuss a simple, high performance parallel imple-
mentation of the pixel-domain lensing code, lenS

2
HAT, capable

of reaching extremely high sample density on the sphere, thanks
to its efficient parallelization and numerical implementation, and
which has been instrumental in accomplishing all the other goals
of this work. The code is made publicly available.

3. Exploring the bandlimits

3.1. CMB lensing in harmonic domain

This Section addresses the second of the goals of this paper, as
stated above, and it describes a semi-analytic study of the im-
pact of the assumed bandwidth values on the precision of the
lensed signal. Our discussion is based on the model of Hu (2000)
and focuses on the case of the lensed B-mode signal as obtained
as a result of the lensing acting upon the E-mode one, which
is the main target of this paper. Similar considerations can be
however done for other CMB observable spectra and we will
present some relevant results calculated also for those cases. (See
Sect. 3.2 for some more details.) Using the results of Hu (2000)
we represent the lensed B-mode signal as,

C̃BB
�̃ B =

1
2

�

�Φ� E

|2F�̃ B�Φ� E |
2

2�̃ B + 1
CΦΦ�Φ CEE

� E (1 − (−1)L) (12)

where 2F�̃ B�Φ� E is a spin-2 coupling kernel (see Hu (2000) for
a full expression), L ≡ �̃ B + �Φ + � E and CEE

� E and CΦΦ
�Φ

de-
note the unlensed power spectra of the E mode polarization
and of the gravitational potential, respectively. This formula can
be obtained by a second order series expansion around undis-
placed direction and it is expected to be accurate to within 1%
for multipoles �̃ B <∼ 2000 and then for �̃ B � 2000, where the
CMB amplitude is small and can be modeled by its gradient
only, while in the intermediate scales its precision degrades to
nearly 5%. The reliability of this analytical model will be dis-
cuss later in Sec. 4.3.1. We can now introduce 1-dimensional
kernels,H� E (�̃ B) defined as,

H� E (�̃ B) ≡ 1
2

CEE
� E

�

�Φ

|2F�̃ B �Φ � E |
2

2�̃ B + 1
CΦΦ�Φ (1 − (−1)L). (13)

and which summed over � E for a fixed �̃ B give the lensed B-
mode power contained in the mode �̃ B, Eq. 12, while for a fixed
� E they define power spectrum of the lensed B mode signal, gen-
erated via lensing from the E polarization signal containing non-
zero power in a single mode � E , and with its amplitude as given
by CEE

� E . The kernels are displayed in Fig. 2 together with their
analogs for the total intensity and E-polarization signals. We find
that the kernels computed for different values of �̃ B are similar
just shifted with respect to each other accordingly. The change in
the amplitude reflects simply the change in the assumed power
of the E signal, which in turn follows that of the actual E power
spectrum. The kernels are flat for values �̃ B � � E and decay as
a power law for �̃ B � � E , displaying a sharp dip at �̃ B = � E .
Similar observations can be made for the T and E kernels, with
an exception that, unlike their E and T counterparts, the B ker-
nels are not peaked around that value. Such behavior is related
to the fact that the lensed B mode signal we discuss here, and
as described by Eq. 12, is due to the E-polarization, while the
main effect of the lensing on T and E is imprinted on these sig-
nals directly. A direct consequence of this fact is that for any
lensed B spectrum mode a contribution from local unlensed mul-
tipoles will be less dominant, as it is the case for the T and E
signals, and non-local contributions will be relatively more im-
portant and therefore required to be accounted for high precision
calculations.

Indeed, due to the flat plateau of the kernels at the low-� end,
in principle all high-� unlensed modes contribute to the lensed
power at the low-� end. The magnitude of their contribution is
modulated by the shape of the unlensed E spectrum and there-
fore eventually becomes negligible only due to the presence of
the Silk damping, i.e., lack of the power at small angular scales
in the unlensed fields. Nevertheless, we can expect that nearly all
the modes of the unlensed E spectrum up to the damping scale
have to be included in the calculation of the lensed B spectrum
to ensure high precision recovery of the lensed B spectrum with
�̃ B <∼ 1000. Given some specific target precision, we could and
should fine-tune the required E-spectrum bandwidth and what-
ever is the value selected here the bandwidth for the potential
field will have to be at least the same.

For the high � modes of the lensed B spectrum, �̃ B � 1000
the non-locality of the power transfer due to lensing is even
more striking, as due to the low amplitudes of the E spectrum
the local contributions are additionally suppressed, and the long
power-law tails of the contributions from large and intermedi-
ate angular scales, � E <∼ 1000 are evidently dominant. Less evi-
dent is the fact that also the E-power from even smaller angular
scales, � E >∼ �̃ B, may be relevant. The contributions from each of
those modes may appear small, Fig. 2, but are potentially non-

5
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Lensing reconstruction robustness

• Single channel 
and patch 
combined

• Swap-patch, 
channel, curl-
mode null-
tests passed
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Lensing and cross-correlation systematics estimate
• Lensing systematics:

• Cross-correlation is insensitive to systematics

• Robust to polarized PS masking of ATCA 
catalogue (0.2σ difference)

• 1% T leakage, 10% QU leakage do not bias 
the estimate at 1% level

• Beams and pol. angle systematics change 
significance of 0.2σ level

• Curl and swap-field null tests with excellent 
PTEs (>50%)
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Systematics ∆A
Pol. point sources ±0.08 (±0.14)
0.5% T→{Q,U} ±0.10 (±0.13)
Beam uncert. +0.19

−0.16

Calibration +0.22
−0.18

Total ±0.13 (+0.32
−0.27)
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Simons Array performances

• Large sky, overlap with other astrophysical surveys for cross-correlation studies

• Cosmological constraints, in combination with Planck, CBASS, DASI BAO (3years):

• Inflation                                       / 

• Neutrino mass                                         /

• Primordial magnetic field to micro-Gauss scale
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ing the three known neutrino flavors, is < 250
meV (95% C.L.) [23].

Neutrino oscillation measurements tell us
that the sum of masses has to be > 58 meV
in the “normal” hierarchy and > 100 meV in
the “inverted” hierarchy. As shown in Fig. 3,
the Simons Array will have a 1σ error bar of 53
meV when combined with Planck data. When
combined with Baryon Acoustic Oscillation mea-
surements, a degeneracy is broken and the con-
straint becomes 18 meV1, providing a 3σ detec-
tion of the sum of masses. If the masses are be-
low 100 meV, the neutrino mass hierarchy will
be known. Measurement of the sum of neutrino
masses would have a profound implication for
fundamental physics, perhaps providing insight
to the origin of mass itself.

In reference to neutrino measurements, the
Decadal committee writes “Another potential
contribution to fundamental physics will come
from microwave background observations using
future CMB telescopes combined with probes of
structure formation, which can provide an upper
limit to the sum of the masses of the three fla-
vors of neutrino with higher sensitivity than can
be done with ongoing laboratory experiments.
More detailed information may also emerge on
the individual particle masses.”

The evolution of the dark energy equation of
state w can be constrained by comparing high-
redshift CMB lensing measurements and lower
redshift probes of large-scale structure. This sen-
sitivity comes from the fact that dark energy in-
hibits the growth of structure. Measurements
of B-mode lensing have a similar power to con-
strain w at z > 2 as, for example, current su-
pernovae measurements have to constrain w at
z ∼ 1. The combination of measurements from
these two redshift regimes will provide new con-
straints on the evolution of dark energy.

1.3 Cross-correlation with other surveys

Cross-correlation of the Simons Array data with
data from other surveys will be a key science
focus of our work. The Simons Array’s survey
overlaps with the premier future optical surveys
including dark energy Survey (DES) [29], Hyper-
Suprime CAM (HSC) Survey [21], Dark Energy
Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) [20], and the
Large-Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) Survey
[15].

1
This value was calculated using assumed DESI BAO

specifications with fixed w and Ωk. Allowing these pa-

rameters to vary gives a 21 meV error.

Figure 4: Ecliptic-coordinate map showing the
overlap of the Simons Array broad survey with op-
tical surveys DESI (here taken as BIGBOSS), HSC,
DES, and LSST. The 80% broad survey covers decli-
nations from -83◦ to 37◦ as indicted by the vertical
line to the left. Simons Array has 100% overlap with
DES and LSST and substantial overlap with HSC
and BIGBOSS

Cross-correlation data from the Simons Array
with these data sets will help us understand both
data sets and, therefore, obtain better cosmolog-
ical constraints [6]. For example, in galaxy sur-
veys the mass-to-light ratio (bias) can be mea-
sured by cross-correlation with CMB lensing,
greatly enhancing the power of the galaxy survey
data [25]. In another example, Vallinotto [32]
has suggested that cross-correlation of Lyman-α
data with CMB lensing would measure the flux-
matter bias relation which connects fluctuations
in the Lyman-α flux with those in the dark mat-
ter density, thereby enabling better cosmological
constraints from the Lyman-α data.

1.4 E-mode CMB Power Spectrum

A deep map of the CMB temperature and polar-
ization with 3.5� resolution over 80% of the sky
provides an important complement towmap and
Planck. In particular, the E-mode spectrum of
Planck will be cosmic-variance-limited only to
� ∼ 700. The Simons Array can extend this
range to � ∼ 2000. The Simons Array’s high-�
E-mode spectrum measurement will improve the
measurement of the scalar index ns, the running
of the scalar index α = dns/d ln k, the cosmolog-
ical helium abundance YHe, the effective number
of relativistic species Neff , and searches for pri-
mordial non-gaussianity [12].

1.5 Cosmic Polarization Rotation

CMB polarization measurements have the po-
tential for a fundamental physics discovery by
measuring the rotation of the plane of polariza-
tion due to any birefringence that occurs along
the travel path of the CMB photons. Cosmolog-
ical birefringence violates a number of symme-
tries, in particular, the interchanging of handed-
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